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• The Basics:  important subject matter; proper, 

spell-checked language; grammar and syntax

• Common mistakes and pitfalls to avoid  

• What are TIRS and Global Forum interest 

areas? 

• Other TIRS Author Opportunities

• The Global Forum Publication

• Where to go to get help

Dr. Stephen P. Spielberg, MD, PhD

DIA Publications Editor-in-Chief

Introductions & Topics



• Where to find the submission guidelines

• How to submit your manuscript

• Who serves on the editorial board?

• Are there fees to publish?

• Publication timelines

– Time to final decision

– Time from acceptance to online & print publication

– Rolling basis submission

The Basics



Avoiding the Desk Reject

•   Not thoroughly researched

•   Not thoroughly reviewing and adhering to author 

guidelines

• Less than acceptable survey response rate

• Incorrect formatting of tables and figures

• Not an appropriate fit for the journal/magazine

• Wrong manuscript type

• Too promotional

• Poor grammar and syntax

• Lack of Language polishing prior to submission

Common Mistakes to Avoid



• What’s our focus and mission?

– Articles on innovations in medical 

product development/discovery and 

translation of new science into 

practical solutions for patients

• What types of papers will TIRS

publish?

– Commentary, Review, Original 

Research, Letters, and Guidelines

• What about meeting abstracts and 

presentations?

– we encourage speakers to convert 

their abstracts and presentations 

to submissions

Is TIRS the Right Journal for my paper?



• TIRS Collaborate to Innovate Blog

• TIRS Article Podcasts

• SAGE/DIA Social Media Channels

– Twitter, Facebook, Publisher 

Blogs

• ORCID

TIRS Author Opportunities



• Drives citations, raising visibility 

for authors and their work

• Networking & Mentoring

• Tenure Applications

• Funding for Research

• Add “Published Author” to your CV

• Speaking opportunities

• Fine tune research/writing skills

• Practice makes perfect

Why Publish?



• DIA membership association news magazine

-bi-monthly digital delivery via email link to members

-divided into 4 informative sections:

INFORM: focuses on special topic areas devised to educate and update you 

on advances in medical product development

ADVISE: includes “how to” and best practice articles on topics ranging from 

time management, skill development and technology to clinical trial conduction

REACH: reflects global nature of DIA and informs members of what we are 

doing in our five regions and explores how health care advancements in each 

regions can have global impact

EDUCATE: articles on the association, membership, regulatory and legislative 

news; includes feature articles on career advice, book reviews, patient perspectives, 

reflection pieces, profiles and more

The Global Forum Publication



Global Forum Author Opportunities

“Inform” Special Section
Upcoming Topics:

• August: Cloud Computing

• October: Social Media

• December: Adaptive Design

“Advise” Best Practices and Professional 

Development
• Any topic of interest to membership

• Accepted and published on rolling basis

• Should not promote a specific company or product

Global Forum submissions are not formally peer reviewed but may be subject to content 

review and copyediting. Limit 1500 word count, artwork acceptable.



Your DIA Editorial Support Team:

Judy Connors,  Associate Director,                                Jenny Kimbel, Senior                                       Chris Slawecki

Editorial Services Editorial Assistant                                            Senior Copywriter

Managing Editor, TIRS  215.293.5860                        Lead, TIRS   215.442.6164                        Lead, Global Forum 215.442.6145

Judy.connors@diahome.org Jenny.Kimbel@diahome.org Chris.Slawecki@diahome.org

• Journal or colleague mentorship

• Community sites

• ScholarOne support

• Language and developmental editing services

Reaching Out to the Editorial Office

mailto:Judy.connors@diahome.org


For more information on TIRS visit us at:

http://tirs.sagepub.com

http://tirscollaborate.wordpress.com

http://www.diahome.org

For more information on getting published in 

the GLOBAL FORUM, please contact the 

Editorial Office at DIA at 215.293.5860 or go to 

our website at 
http://www.diahome.org/en-US/News-and-Publications.aspx

THANK YOU!

http://tirs.sagepub.com/
http://tirscollaborate.wordpress.com/
http://www.diahome.org/

